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About This Game

void LINK brings the casual charm of early days RTS gameplay to high-end VR: Using both arms players direct ships through
volumetric sectors of toy-box interstellar space, gathering resources, building their fleet and going to battle against rivals.

With its simple user interface and mechanics this game allows for instant casual play, where complex strategy arises from
your ingenuity, rather than from extensive rulesets or tech-trees.

void LINK is one of the first products to build on the unique advantages of modern VR peripherals (HTC Vive, Oculus Rift) to
make RTS interaction with "spatial maps", truly 3-dimensional battlegrounds, headache-free by letting you implement your

strategies in 3D space simply by moving your hands through it.

For some optional depth, void LINK comes with a voxel-style editor for creating custom ships from basic building blocks
(Laser, Propulsion, Sensors, ...). You can design and introduce new unit types, even during battle, to counteract specific threats,

... or just for the fun of it.

"Enlisted by an intergalactic mining consortium as one of their 'Field Coordiators', the player runs resource extraction operations in
far-out regions of space. Depending on their remote control interface, 'void LINK', Coordinators find themselves pitted against

each other and engaged in series of battle encounters, where winners climb the 'universal' leader board."
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Title: void LINK
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Zentrifuge
Publisher:
Zentrifuge
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel i5 3550

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Low-end VR-ready PC

English
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I've been playing all evening, and it's a lot of fun. I love the little self-deprecating jokes scattered all over. It's like the "Lost
Skeleton of Cadavra" of the 8-bit RPG world. I really appreciate the "Auto" mode for combat -- I was never into the combats --
but for those who actually enjoy the combat mechanics, you can do that to your heart's content. I also appreciate the "optimize"
on the equipment page -- though, again, for those who enjoy the "housekeeping" stuff, have at it. (I wish there was an optimize
that would work on all your characters at the same time). You can have up to 8 in your adventuring group, though only 4 are in
action at a time.

I totally recommend this for all who love the old RPGs. I got my steam account out of mothballs just so I could play it.. Ok
where do i begin.....I have never personally wrote a review on anything i think in my life but this game and its developers plust
staff deserve my worship and praise....To start off, when i bought the game i bought it because i had a friend who played it on
xbox one...It looked so addicting and amazing so i decided i had to have it for my self.. >XD......I bought the game and
downloaded it...Started it up, and it did not work!!!! I tried and tried to fix the issue my self. The issue was that i am using a 32
inch Flat screen emerson tv for a moniter so its a little squirly at times with new games to get the resolution correct to play the
games....well this was one of the games....I tried and tried and finally got the resolution correct and got the game to show up on
my screen...BUT then the image wasnt alligned with the acually "button" behind the image...so when i went to click on play i
had to acually move my mouse to the bottom of the screen...I emailed the staff and devs furiously....Quickly within a few hours
they responed and wanted to know what my issue was...I explained and took screen shots and emailed them back...well within a
day they had a solution to my problem, or atleast thought we did....It didnt work...well i emailed them back letting them know it
didnt work...another couple of hours and they emailed be pack letting me know the devs would get to gether and discuss how to
fix my issue and it might take a day or two, and to send them some info from my files on the game crash....so i emailed them the
files and some more screenshots and details of the issue...I will admitt it took a few days to get a response out of them but when
they responed they updated me on the progress of the devs on fixing my issue...well after almost a week they had a solution
again...they had in an email attach a fix for my game which would bassicly reset my game and have it set to the right resolution
settings for me personally. i was estatic, thinking i was specialy getting a fix just for me from the devs hehe...i downloaded the
fix, my game updated and i tried to load it...YES IT WORKED, or so i thought....it reset my game back to normal so it would
work correctlly, but it didnt fix the resolution so i was back to square one again witrh the orginal issue....i emailed the devs
letting them know and they responed quickly stateing to give them some time and they would come up with a solution
again...well almost a week went by and i emailed to check the progress, they emailed me back letting me know they were still
working on the fix...almost another week went by and i emailed to check again...well i waited a day or two and one of the
publishers in charge over the devs personally emailed me and said that in a coup,e days they would release a full update on the
game to fix the problem for me and anyone else who might have this again...and in about 3 days, i went to get on steam and the
game had an update...i let it update...then i clicked play and..........IT WORKED FOR REAL THIS TIME!!!!!! I can now play
the full game, no resolution issues, no screen mishaps, nothing...its perfectly running order now...I played it for 4 hours straight
after i emailed the devs thanking them of course....then after 4 hours of play i hit a bug...the game went black and i had to
restart my computer...i emailed the devs letting them know about the new issue...within 2 days i had another update form steam
on the game...i downloaded...and now i play :) IT WORKS PERFECTLY NOW. I have countless hours and countless amout of
fun and blood splattering awsomeness...I High thank the devs and staff of 101 ways to die...It is an awsome game, and the staff
are amazing, kind, and quick to fix an issue...I highlly recommend this game if you like what you read in the
description...platformer style, with brain twisting stratgy needed for some of the bloddiest most brutily killing fo a "splatt" i
have ever seen or played..LOVE IT LOVE IT LOVE IT...5 STARS!, 10 OUT OF 10 AMAZING. I recommend these two,
though Mira could use some improvements (has since been buffed).. This game is far from perfect. It is definitely interesting,
and has potential to become better, but right now the horror is somewhat lacking. First of all, for the first 12 nights, if you get
the hang of the game fast enough, you won't die a single time, or even be in danger of dying. The sense of danger disappears,
and the feeling of dread gets replaced by irritation, because of repetitive gameplay. The actual ghost that kills you is just a
photoshopped picture that pops up on your screen for a second, and then gets replaced with game over. The death scene seems
much too rushed, and could be improved. That being said, I am only on night 12. There is always the possibility that this game
really picks up. But still, it should've picked up in pace on around night 6 or so. But all things considered, the game is still
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enjoyable, and even at times funny. Why the hell are you even working at a diner for a minimum wage, that has absolutely no
customers, and that can literally kill you if you don't do your job well enough? Go work at Faz Bears Pizzaria or something ya
dare devil! If you want to see the first 10 nights played through, and the death scene, check out my video below!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ApALKHGikKk&index=1&list=PLKMxTuqznyPNg3itpb9LmgQIrNirA0jYj. Short,
cute, hilarious ending. Good for a quick break from work. No option to change keybinds.
Game 'recommends' you use a gamepad.
 It's actually required, as the keyboard won't let you aim properly.
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Trash game. I DO NOT recommend!

>LITERALLY NO SETTINGS.
>Seating position is always rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
>Awful motion control system
>No steering wheel support. lov tha graphix
this game sux\/1000000. A fun adventure game based on an interesting concept of using a mini world to influence the real one.
You'll go from point A to B, fight some mobs and use your mini world to progress. It's fairly basic and light on content but the
price is decent.. An interesting, quick challenge for \u00a31.59.
The game generates a hotel room for you, which you then have to navigate. A voice actor will tell you which area of the room
you're in, and with this knowledge you have to map out the room yourself.
It helps to turn on the radio, as you can use the sound to gauge where other objects are.

Could do with having some options to tweak the sounds, considering you're going to be relying on them the most.. Not worth it.
Neat game, interesting concept, fun to play, but game crashes due to persistant error about every 10-20 minutes. This, combined
with the fact that you can't save except at the end of missions or when back at the hotel, makes it impossibly frustrating to play.
Devs no longer supporting the game. Waste of money.. One of the first 'true' shumps on steam, and oh boy is this sucker a
doozy! Devloped back in 2007, retooled slightly for 2011 and brought towards English readers, this game is a blast. Just. A.
Total. Blast. But yee be warned if you are new, or still lacking skill in shumps in general: This game will chew you up, and toss
you away hard. It doens't pull it's punches even on it's more easier setting, to pass it's insane challanges, fight it's 'true' end game
boss, and to unlock the third playable cast member is something maybe only 1% of the people who buy\/play this game will
EVER achive.

Not for the faint of heart, but those looking for an extremly thrilling challange need not look elsewhere.. I wish there were no
star rating or the criteria was clearer. I love the game and progression would be enough. I don't play it enough because I have
getting a bad star rating for a clever solution but I love the game and it gets a thumbs up.
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